1. **Start Barn**
   Children are adorned with work aprons and a Pioneer visor they get to keep as a souvenir. They grab a harvesting basket and head out to the Swine Barn.

2. **Swine Barn**
   Children get a glimpse inside a modern swine barn, while being asked to feed the pigs and count them.

3. **Garden**
   Armed with gardening tools, children plant vegetable seeds in one part of the garden, then harvest ripe veggies from another to sell at the Farmers’ Market.

4. **Grain Bin**
   The animals need to be fed and soy diesel needs to be made, so children collect a bag of corn and a bag of soybeans. They put these bags in their basket and proceed to the next area.

5. **Apple Orchard**
   Children pick an apple either from the tree or off the ground and place the apple in their basket.

6. **Chicken Coop**
   Children collect an egg from the hens and place the egg in their basket.

7. **Tractor Shed**
   Children dump their soybeans in the bin and fill their John Deere tractors with soy diesel, then hop on and pedal around the track.

8. **Cattle Barn**
   Children dump their corn to feed the beef cows, on their way along the tractor track. Be sure to look at a modern cattle barn.

9. **Sheep Barn**
   Children learn how wool is used for clothing while collecting a bag of wool for their basket.

10. **Dairy Barn**
    Children get to see the difference between hand milking and placing a milking machine on Bessie. Then they pick up a milk carton for their basket.

11. **Farmers’ Market**
    Children take their full baskets and place their goods in corresponding baskets while hanging up their work apron. For their chores, children are given a Little Hands on the Farm dollar to spend at the Grocery Store.

12. **Grocery Store**
    Children can use their Little Hands on the Farm dollar to buy such items as an apple, cereal, milk or ice cream.